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RPL and AMI
• RFC6550: “RPL: IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy
Networks”, 2012
• RFC8036: “Applicability Statement for the Routing Protocol for
Low-Power and Lossy Networks (RPL) in Advanced Metering
Infrastructure (AMI) Networks,” 2017
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RPL and AMI
• RPL offers desirable networking features for AMI
– Support a very large number (several thousands) of nodes
– Provide high reliability in the presence of time varying
connectivity
– Optimize for multipoint-to-point traffic

• Security concerns in AMI application
– Besides billing, AMI supports other critical applications, e.g.,
grid state monitoring, demand response, etc.
• In 2015 Ukraine power grid attacks, the attackers launch a telephone
denial-of-service attack against customer call centers to prevent the
reporting of the outage

– RFC7416: “A Security Threat Analysis for the Routing
Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks (RPLs)”, 2015
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Overview of Our Work
• A close examination of the interplay between RPL’s
desirable networking features and security concerns
– Focus on packet drop attacks, which need more than pure
cryptographic countermeasures (e.g., as those discussed in
RFC8180: “Minimal ipv6 over the tsch mode of ieee 802.15.4e
(6tisch) conﬁguration”, 2017)

• Our findings:
– Externally-induced black hole attack: In ContikiRPL
implementation, an external jammer can continuously drop
packets forwarded via a targeted router without triggering any
rerouting, even when link-layer security mechanisms are in place
– The design and evaluation of several countermeasures
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RPL Basics
• Destination Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph (DODAG)
– Each node has a rank that represents
its relative position to the root
– Rank can be computed in different
ways, e.g., using ETX (Expected
Transmission Count) metric
• Key control messages:
– DODAG Information Object (DIO)
– Destination Advertisement Object (DAO)
– DODAG Information Solicitation (DIS)
• At the end of DODAG construction, each node has a default
upward route to the DODAG root.
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Trickle Algorithm
• RPL controls the routing update overhead using a Tricklebased timer
– RFC6206: “The Trickle Algorithm”, 2011

• How it works:
– Starting with I = Imin
– In each interval, it resets a consistency counter c to 0 and
sets waiting time t to a random value in the range of [I/2,I)
– Upon hearing a “consistent” transmission , it increments
the counter c. At time t, it transmits DIO if c < threshold k
– Value of I doubles after each interval until it reaches Imax.
– However, if a node receives an “inconsistent” transmission
(e.g., detection of a loop), it resets I to Imin and starts a new
interval to speed up the response.
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ContikiRPL Implementation

Some key parameters used
in ContikiRPL

Unicast-DIO-based Neighobr
Probing Mechanism in ContikiRPL
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Threat Model
•
•
•
•

Attackers cannot compromise nodes and get their keys
Link-layer security mechanisms are in place
Attackers can jam in a responsive manner
System settings:
– Multi-point-to-point traffic with UDP and local retransmissions
– No (timely) end-to-end feedback mechanism, or such
mechanism does not influence routing decisions
– RPL adopts no defense mechanism proposed earlier, e.g.:
• Use multiple routes simultaneously
• Randomly switching among multiple routes
• Overhear neighbors’ transmissions
These mechanisms can incur high overhead & complexity 10

A Naïve Attacker Makes Local Impact
• If the jammer jams continuously, node C (and other nearby
nodes) cannot send / receive anything, but other nodes will
route their traffic away from C
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Externally-induced Blackhole Attack
A more sophisticated jammer can:
• Interfere with all outgoing
data and routing packets from
the targeted router and make
sure they cannot be received
by the neighbors
• Do not interfere with any
incoming packets to the
targeted router, nor the MAClayer ACK frames
corresponding to those
incoming packets
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Externally-induced Blackhole Attack
Causes Global & Sustained Impact
In ContikiRPL implementation:
• Such an attack can
continuously drop packets
forwarded via a targeted
router (router C here) without
triggering any rerouting
• This is true, even when linklayer security mechanisms are
in place and the jammer has
no access to the secret keys
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Design of Countermeasures
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Measure 1: Active Solicitation of
Routing Update by Children
• If no routing update is received from its parent for a given
duration, a child node will send a unicast DIS packet to the
parent to solicit for an update
– Even when the child can send data reliably to its parent
• The unicast DIS packet will trigger the reset of the Trickle
timer at the parent, which will send out its DIO within the
shortest interval (i.e., 4s)
• Key parameter: the timeout interval
– Trickle algorithm suppress DIO updates (for 17 mins or
more in ContikiRPL) when the network is stable
– A shorter timeout interval reduces detection delay but
incurs higher overhead
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Measure 2: Anomaly detection & Selfdisconnection at the Targeted Router
• How does a router recognize an attack:
– It cannot forward packets out
– But it keeps receiving data packets from children
nodes (implying that it cannot send routing updates to
children)

• To avoid cross-layer coordination, a simple way
for a router to withdraw itself from the network
is to shutdown its network interface
– No more link-layer ACK will be sent out to the children
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Measure 2: Devil in the Details
• Stage 1: The targeted router’s rank increases (it tries other
parents during this period)
• Stage 2: Detection of loop (as some child continues to forward
to the targeted router), which triggers the router to send DIO
– RPL deliberately does not consider a single inconsistency
along a path as a critical error (see RFC 6550), hence it does
not reset the Trickle timer under this setting
– Since the targeted router could be the only inconsistency in
a path under our attack, we need to reset the Trickle timer
upon a single inconsistency
– To reduce false positive, the router further checks its link
ETX value
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Measure 2: Devil in the Details,
Continued
• Stage 3: Wait for DAO from children (should arrive in 6s)
– DIO / DAO may get lost, so the targeted router waits for a
few repeated failures before entering self-disconnection
• Stage 4: Upon the self-disconnection of the router, the
children stops receiving link-layer ACK
– After a few packet forwarding failure, the children will
switch to alternative parents
• The link to the targeted router is marked with low quality
– This helps delay the children from switching back to the
targeted router, after the attack is paused
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Measure 3: Delay the Switching-back
• For measure 2, a concrete implementation of measure 3 is to
let the targeted router stay longer in self-disconnected mode

Measure 1 & 2

Measure 3
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Setup
• ContikiRPL, evaluated using the companion Cooja simulator
• Two key metrics: packet loss rate & routing overhead
• 50 Tmote Sky nodes, over a 280m×150m rectangle area
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Evaluation Results – Measure 1
• Measure 1 helps, but only to a certain degree
– Costly to reduce timeout interval for a child to solicit a routing update
– A child switches back to the targeted router shortly after attack stops
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Evaluation Results – Measure 2 & 3
• Measure 2 is more effective, and measure 3 can further help
– The targeted router can detect the attack fast and reliably
– Once the router shuts down, It only takes a few data transmission for
the child to detect and switch
– It takes longer for the child to switch back
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Conclusion & Future Work
• Summary:
– We show that an existing (and carefully optimized) RPL
implementation allows an external jammer to continuously
drop packets without triggering rerouting
– We propose and analyze several countermeasures
• Take-away messages:
– The need to think from an adversarial perspective
– The need for building-security-in
• Future work:
– Variants of threat models: mobile attacker, multiple
colluding attackers, optimized packet drop strategies…
– More thorough evaluations
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